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Backdoor Attacks
→ Use ability to manipulate (part of) training 

data to fully control model behavior

[Gu Dolan-Gavitt Garg 2017] 

How is this possible?
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Plant a fake “useful” correlation

[Gu Dolan-Gavitt Garg 2017] 

→ Relying on the trigger is the only way  
to predict the “correct” label
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Non-robust features 

Correlated with label on average,  
but can be flipped within, e.g., ℓ2 ball

That’s why our models pick on them  
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…

Robust features 
Correlated with label 
even with adversary 

When maximizing (test) accuracy: All features are good 

And: Non-robust features are often great!
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All robust features are misleading

But: Non-robust features suffice for good generalization
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Adversarial examples are a human phenomenon

No hope for interpretable models without intervention 
at training time (instead of post-hoc)

Need additional restrictions (priors) on what  
features models should use to make predictions

Human vs ML Model Priors
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→ Robustness acts as a prior for “meaningful” features

Models become more (human) perception aligned

Robustness → Perception Alignment

Prediction: dog Pixel influence 
“heatmap” (standard)

Pixel influence 
“heatmap” (robust)
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But: Is it only about security  
and interpretability?
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Problem: Correlations can be weird

“Predictive” patterns are not always good

“CNNs were able to detect where 
an x-ray was acquired […] and 

calibrate predictions accordingly.”

[Zech et al. 2018]

“…if an image had a ruler in it, the 
algorithm was more likely to call a 
tumor malignant…”

[Esteva et al. 2017]
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with Robust Models

Robustness = Framework for controlling   
                       what correlations to extract
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P(dog) dog
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ML is a sharp knife… 
…extremely useful  

but dangerous if used incorrectly 

Correlation extraction is  
the double-edged sword of ML

Robustness = Tool for making our ML not only 
safer and more reliable but also “better”?

Ultimate goal: ML systems that are  
resilient, reliable and understandable


